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TIME FOR EVERYTHING
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There is time for everything……………if we allow it! The Byrds sang a
song called: “TURN! TURN! TURN! (To everything there is a Season)”
There is a season, and a time for every purpose under Heaven. A time to
be born, a time to die. A time to plant, a time to reap. A time to kill, a time
to heal. A time to laugh, a time to weep. The Bible expands on this in
Ecclesiastes 3 1-8. A time to mourn, a time to dance. A time to tear, a time
to sew. A time of war, a time of peace. A time to love, and a time for hate.

Each day has a beginning and an end. The sun comes up and sets. Every week starts and
ends. Every month starts with new weeks. After 12 months, we begin a New Year. Life
goes on and changes us. We get older, wiser, and hopefully we become the best that we
can. No matter what is going on in your life, every day we get a chance to start over. I once
heard: try to be “a person of excellent every day”! Try to do good, try to look for the good
in everything, try to do something different and better than you did yesterday.
This month my term as NCCC President ends December 31st. My friend of over 40 years,
Dale Samuelson, will start the New Year as President of NCCC. My season as President
will come to an end. Change is good. It is now time for me to “reap” the benefits as PastPresident of NCCC. I still am not sure what those are?? However, I look forward to time
to enjoy life without the responsibly of President.
I want to thank all National, Regional, Club Officers of NCCC, and all NCCC members
for the support and confidence you expressed to me during my term. The last four years
NCCC has made advancements in many different areas moving the organization forward
into the 21st century. Could more have been done? Yes, however, there is a time for
everything.
As new Officers enter the Executive Board making decisions going forward for the
betterment of NCCC, my hope is everyone will support their ideas, skills, expert ability,
and passion for NCCC. NCCC will be 60 years old in 2019. NCCC did not live this long
without Officers volunteering their skills and talent for all the members to enjoy belonging
to the BEST and OLDEST Corvette organization around.
So time marches on and a new season is waiting for me. I look forward to doing different
things in life, spending more time with my family that is growing every day. I want to enjoy
every moment, every breath, every experience I can. I feel the most change in my life
serving at President was the rewards I experienced from all the members. I became a better
person understanding members’ concerns and trying the best I could to respect and
understand what was important to them. A time to break down, a time to build up. A time
to gain, a time to lose. A time to keep, a time to throw away. A time to cast away stones, a
time to gather stones. And the last verse of the song “Turn, Turn, Turn”, a time for peace,
I swear it’s not too late.

God bless you all, every moment, every second, in everything you do. Make the most of
every day as tomorrow is not promised. May everyone have the best Christmas ever, the
best holiday ever, the best holiday SEASON, and a wonderful New Year. Life is Good, so
give someone a hug whenever you can.
See you around somewhere, enjoying life!
Dave Heinemann
President NCCC (until the 31st)

